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Remote Simultaneous Interpretation (RSI) is an effortless, convenient,
real-time language interpretation solution tailored to your specific needs.
No matter when, where, or what kind of event, RSI connects qualified remote
interpreters from around the world, ensuring that you get the highest quality
interpreters at the best global rate.

RSI for Conferences

RSI for Web Meetings

Get traditional conference
interpretation with a tech boost at your
next event. With RSI, you can provide
dozens of languages at once to
hundreds of attendees across multiple
parallel breakout sessions, all in real
time.

Is your business looking to tap into a
global market? RSI works great with
any virtual meeting platform and allows
an unseen translator to interpret your
multingual conversation simultaneously
without missing a beat. Hold webinars
with global clients and international
business partners as if they were fluent
in your own language.

How RSI works
A presenter or participant at a live event speaks
in one language. His audio and video are
streamed to the remote interpreter.
A remote interpreter sees and hears the
participants at a conference or web meeting on
his computer. He then interprets what is said as
it is being said, into a different language.
A participant does not understand a speaker’s
language. Instead, she uses her RSI smartphone
or computer application to listen to everything in
her own native language. The simultaneous
interpretation is streamed live with no delay or
drop in quality. She can hear everything as if the
interpreter was in the same room next to her.

The RSI Benefit
It’s effortless. Because
participants use their smart
phone or other electronic
devices, there is no need for
cumbersome traditional
headsets, receivers, or sound
proof booths. The setup is
hassle-free, and the user
experience is easy and
intuitive.
It’s sustainable. Because
interpreters don’t need to
travel and there is no
dedicated equipment, the
carbon footprint of an event is
reduced significantly.

It’s cost-effective. With
remote interpretation, there
are no travel costs for
interpreters or expensive
equipment rentals and its
related labor. With RSI, users
save an average of more than
50% over traditional
simultaneous interpretation.
It’s reliable. Remote
Simultaneous Interpreters
are experienced linguists
accredited and trained to
provide simultaneous
interpreter services in the
most demanding technical
settings.

Simplicity, affordable rates, and expert
simultaneous interpretation make RSI
the preferred solution for conferences
and virtual meetings in any language, at
any time. Tap into a global audience
and gain access to international
markets by integrating remote
simultaneous interpretation into your
next event.

Email: rsi@ubiqus.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Phone: (212) 346-6666

www.ubiqus.com

Interpretation on Your Smartphone

1

Download and open the Interprefy app from the
Apple App Store or Google Play Store

2

Enter the unique token in the field that says “Enter token here”
Tap “CONNECT”

Enter token here

CONNECT

3

Select English from the language select pop-up menu

SRC - Source
ENG - English
SPA - Spanish
FRA - French

4

If English is not selected, tap the orange button below “CHOOSE LANGUAGE”
Then select English from the language select menu

CHOOSE LANGUAGE

SOURCE

For optimal experience, please use headphones

You are now ready to begin.

